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To all whom it may concern: 

Be it known that I, FRED H. GILLETTE, of 
Cortland, in the county of Cortland, in the 
State of New York, have invented new and 
useful Improvements in Watch — Repairers’ 
Gages, of which the following, taken in con 
nection with the accompanying drawings, is 
a full, clear, and exact description. 
This invention resides in an instrument de 

signed to be used by watch — repairers and 
which is to be employed during the operation 
of removing the so-called “hair-spring ” from 
and replacing it on the balance-wheel staff. 

It is well known by persons familiar with 
watch constructions that the hair - spring is 
usually provided with a collar at its inner end 
for attaching the same to the balance-wheel 
staff and with a stud at or near its outer end 
for connecting the spring to a stationary part, 
of the Watch and that a roller is fastened to 
the lower portion of the staff and provided 
with a so-called “jewel-pin,” which latter ac 
tuates a lever connected to the escapement. 

' It has been found by experience in repairing 
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watches that in replacing the collar of the 
hair-spring on the balance-wheel sta?' agreat 
deal of time and care are required to accu 
rately adjust said collar to set the stud of the 
spring in its original position in relation to 
the roller jewel-pin, which is necessary in or 
der to restore the jewel-pin in the watch in 
proper position in relation to the aforesaid 
lever. 
The main object of this invention is to pro 

duce a device to which the removed balance 
wheel staff, with the aforesaid attached parts, 
may be applied and which shall operate to in 
dicate such position of the hair-spring stud, 
and thereby enable the repairer to disconnect 
the spring from the staff and readily replace 
the same in proper position. 
To that end the invention consists in the 

novel construction of a gage for the aforesaid 
purpose, as hereinafter fully described, and 
set forth in the claims 

In the accompanying drawings, illustrating 
my invention, Figure 1 is a plan view of the 
gage with the balance - wheel staff and at 
tached parts applied thereto. Fig. 2 is aside 
View of the same. Fig. 3 is a side view of the 

watch parts removed from the gage. Fig. 4 
is a detail plan view of the gage, and Fig. 5 
is a transverse section on the line X X in 
Fig. 4. r ' 

Referring to the drawings, A represents the 
balance-wheel of the watch provided with the 
usual staff a. On said staff above the wheel 
is rigidly mounted a collar 6, to which is at 
tached the inner end of the hair-spring 0, to 
the outer end of which spring is secured a 
stud (Z, which is to be attached to a stationary 
part of the watch in the usual and well-known 
manner. To the said staff a below the balance 
wheel is rigidly fastened the roller 6, provided 
with the usual jewel-pin f. As before stated, 
these parts are common to all watches and 
do not require a further description. I will 
therefore proceed to describe. the construc 
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tion and operation of the gage, to which the ' 
balance - wheel staff is applied, for the pur 
pose hereinbefore mentioned. 

Said gage comprises an annular plate or 
disk B, upon which the said watch parts are 
supported in determining the position of the 
hair-spring stud in relation to the jewel-pin. 
This plate or disk may be composed of any 
suitable material, preferably brass, and has 
the peripheral portion of its upper face pro— 
vided with suitable marks representing de 
grees, and thereby constitutes a dial-plate. 
From the upper face of said dial-plate pro 
jects ‘a central annular hub 9, having an un 
dercut periphery, as indicated at it in Fig. 5 
of the drawings. 
0 represents a pointer which is provided 

with a split ring 2', which is sprung into the 
undercut portion of the said hub gand allowed 
to turn thereon, and thereby cause the free 
end of the pointer to travel over the degree 
marks of the dial-plate. The said hub is 
formed with an annular recess a’, in which is 
seated a stationary block 6’, preferably com 
posed of hard steel. This block is provided 
with a central aperture 0’ and with a radial 
slot 03’, as clearly shown in Figs. 4 and 5 of the 
drawings. 
Upon removing the balance-wheel staff a, 

with the aforesaid attached parts, from the 
watch the lower end of said staff is inserted in 
the central aperture c’of the block and the j ewel 
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pin f likewise inserted in the slot d’ thereof, 
whereby the roller 0 is caused to bear upon 
the said block, and the staff a is rigidly sus 
tained in erect position on the dial-plate. The 
pointer C is now moved over the dial-plate to 
lie directly under the stud (Z of the hair-spring, 
thereby indicating on the dial-plate the posi 
tion of said stud in relation to the aforesaid 
roller jewel-pin f’. The operator may now 
remove the staff a from the dial-plate and dis 
connect the hair-spring from the staff, if re 
quired, for repairs. When it is desired to 
replace the spring on the staff, the latter is 
applied to the dial-plate in the manner afore 

on the stat? to carry the stud (Z directly over 
the pointer, which is in the position in which 
it was placed previous to the removal of the 
staff from the dial-plate. By now fastening 
the collar to the staff the stud is maintained 
in its original position in relation to the roller 
jewel-pin. Thus the repairer-is enabled to re 
store the parts in the watch in proper positions. 
What I claim as my invention is— 
1. In a watch-repairei"s gage for indicating 

the position of the hair-spring stud in relation 

said, and the collar 0 of the spring is adjusted . 
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to the roller jewel-pin, the combination of a 
dial-plate formed with a central hub, the hub 
provided With a central aperture for the re 
ception of the balance- Wheel staff and with 
an adjacent aperture ‘for the reception of the 
jewel-pin, and a pointer pivoted to said hub 
and movable to lie directly under the said hair 
spring stud as set forth. 

2. In a Watch-repairer’s gage for indicating 
the position of the hair-spring stud in relation 
to the roller jewel-pin, the combination of a 
dial-plate formed with a central annular hub 
provided With an undercut periphery and with 
a central recess, a hard-metal block seated 
stationary in said recess and provided with a 
central aperture for the reception of the lower 
end of the balance-staff and with a radial slot 
for the reception of the roller jewel-pin, and 
a pointer provided with a split ring by which 
it is pivoted to the periphery of said hub, 
and movable over the dial-plate to lie directly 
under the said hair-spring stud as set forth. 

FRED H. GILLETTE. 
Witnesses: 

S. H. JONES, 
F. B. NOURSE. 
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